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REFERENCE AND ADMINISTRATION DETAILS 
 

Charity Name 
Aberdeen In Recovery 

Other names charity is known by 
AiR 

Charity Number 
SC049125 

Charity’s principal address 
Aberdeen In Recovery 
The Credo Centre 
14-20 John Street 
Aberdeen 
AB25 1BT 

Name of the charity trustees on date of approval of TAR 
Emma Baxter 
Luan Grugeon 
Fraser Hoggan 
Joan Love 
Gary Mortimer 

 

Names of all other charity trustees 
Caroline Butler (to 12th March 2021)  

Emma Baxter 

Caroline Butler 

Luan Grugeon 

Gary Mortimer Joan Love Fraser Hoggan 
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STRUCTURE, GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT 
 

Type of governing document 
Constitution 

Trustee recruitment and appointment 
Trustees are recruited by advertising through ACVO, SCVO, Volunteer Scotland, NHS Grampian and other 

service provider networks 

Trustees are rotated and appointed at the Annual General Meeting. 

 

OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES 

Charitable purposes 
The organisation’s vision, mission and objectives are: 
 

4.1 Vision: A society which celebrates visible recovery and accepts its responsibility to 
participate by identifying solutions to the conditions in which addiction thrives 

 

4.2 Mission: To be a bridge between ‘dependence’ to ‘independence’ for the individual 
seeking recovery from problematic substance use and addictive behaviours 

 

The organisation’s purposes are: 
 

4.3 Objectives: The relief of the needs of those seeking to recover from addiction, their family 
and friends, and in the furtherance of this by; 

 

4.3.1 Promoting the availability of support and resources of all kinds 
 

4.3.2 Working in partnership with other bodies to achieve these purposes 
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Summary of the main activities in relation to these objects 
 

1. Aberdeen in Recovery (AiR) have offered support to those in recovery by providing online peer 
support groups including Men’s and Women’s Groups, check-in’s and continuing the popular 
Media Group.  In addition, online training has been provided in collaboration with the Foyer to 
deliver various City & Guilds modules as well as Digital Champion Training through Aberdeen City 
Council and the Paths For All Health Walk Leader Training with Sport Aberdeen.  AiR have also 
facilitated the delivery of a Fight, Flight, Freeze and Me course provided by GrowFree, a workshop 
designed to assist individuals address trauma. 

2. In partnership with ADA, AiR have further developed the Recovery Peer Partnership project to 
expand the Staged model and progress the Developmental Pathway by identifying ALL potential 
opportunities and possibilities than can be offered to individuals wishing to engage in a recovery 
plan and journey from a place of dependence to independence.  These include Training, 
Educational and Learning Opportunities, SQA Accredited Training, Psychosocial Engagements, 
Interactive Activity Groups, Social Skill Enhancement Opportunities and potential Roles of 
Responsibilities.  These opportunities will be rolled out in the coming year (2021/22). A copy of 
the 6 Stages Model and Developmental Pathway can be found here. 

3. In partnership with shmu, AiR have continued to deliver the Joint Air-Time Media Project.  This 
involves members of the Recovery Community coming together to produce a weekly radio show, 
Recovery on AiR, which is broadcast on local community radio shmuFM alongside the prison radio 
‘Con-Air’ in HMP Grampian, and have produced two issues of their Recovery Matters magazine.  
Shmu have also provided training to volunteers in the sound editing suite.  In addition to this, 
shmu and AiR have come together in another project, Create-Express-Transform, which is being 
funded by Inspiring Scotland.  This is giving AiR members the opportunity to explore and share 
their own story and express themselves through music and film. 

 

 

  

https://www.aberdeeninrecovery.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/6-Stages-Model-with-pathway-v0.2-Dermot-working.docx
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ACHIEVEMENTS AND PERFORMANCE 

 

Summary of the main achievements of the charity during the financial period 
 

 
 

Membership Engagement (Weekly) 
The following chart represents the number of engagements with AiR’s weekly rolling programme for the 
period since moving online from 13/04/2020 to 31/03/2021.  N.B. this is total engagements over all 
groups and meetings held on a weekly basis therefore one individual may have attended four meetings 
which is counted as four. 
The two weeks showing zero in June and July are when AiR was closed for annual leave. 
Over the festive period, AiR was closed from 23/12/2020 to 06/01/2021 with 1 support meeting 
provided during this time. 
After an initial period of 4 months with some stability there was a downward trend in engagement, 
which we concluded to be a staleness on what was on offer.  September saw an improvement, and this 
was a direct result of the Fight, Flight, Freeze & Me workshop that AiR facilitated which proved there was 
an appetite for new offerings.  Consequently, we reduced our timetable, keeping on basic support 
groups along with the popular media programme, with a view of rolling out a new timetable after Easter 
2021. 
The spike at the end of February is due to a new joint project with Station House Media Unit, again 
showing the need for variety, and it is hoped this increased engagement will be sustained for the 
duration of the project until June 2021. 
The final week showing 11 is a split week over reporting years which reflects Monday – Wednesday only. 
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Membership Engagement (Averages) 
This graph represents the average number of engagements with AiR’s weekly rolling programme since going 
online in April 2020.  N.B. The Family Bereavement Group was never moved online and is currently suspended 
in line with Government Guidance. 
As you can see, the average attendance for the ORT meetings, the Family meeting and the Thursday check-in 
were low, so these were taken off the timetable from August 2020.  The Women’s Group was briefly removed 
from November and relaunched in January 2021. 
We recognised that what we offered in ways of support had to be adapted and refreshed so, from January 
2021, we temporarily reduced the meetings on offer to those groups with the highest average attendances.  
The exception to this is the gender specific groups where we felt that was an important inclusion due to 
previously being identified as a gap in provision.  The Men’s Group has consistently seen individuals engaging 
however, the Women’s Group has again shown little or no engagement.  It had previously been established 
there is a need for this group, and there are likely varying reasons for the lack of uptake including factors 
directly related to Covid-19, but further investigation is required into why women are not engaging. 
Work is ongoing to establish new opportunities in the hope of launching a new timetable in Easter 2021. 
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Membership Engagement (SAFE Hours) 

SAFE (Stable Addiction-Free Engagement) hours is the time recorded when individuals are engaging with 
AiR and AiR activities and thereby ‘safe’. 
The following graphic shows the total number of SAFE hours provided by AiR across all groups, events and 
training for the period 13/04/2020 – 31/03/2021.  New additions to this data show Individual Member 
Engagements, which include 1-2-1 sessions, meet and greets etc out-with the timetabled programme and 
Credo Attendance, where members can use space provided by AiR for whatever purpose they require.  This 
was recognised as a need for some people due to the ongoing isolation felt due to the pandemic along with 
the newly recognised ‘Zoom fatigue’. 
In total AiR has provided 2374 SAFE hours which is the equivalent of 316.5 (7.5 hour) days. 

 

Total 'SAFE' hours provided 
by Aberdeen In Recovery 

Category 

SAFE 
hours 
provided 

Lived Experience 
Peer-Led Groups 1445.5 

Individual 
Member 
Engagements 47 

Credo Attendance 197 

Training Courses 262.5 

Organised Events 153 

Stakeholder 
Engagement 225.5 

Board 
Meetings/Support 
Sessions 44 

TOTAL 2374 

TOTAL (7.5 HOUR 
DAYS) 316.5 
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FINANCIAL REVIEW 
 
Receipts and Payments accounts records for 2020/21 has been compiled and are independently examined 
by our agent at Aberdeen Community Voluntary Organisation (ACVO) TSI.  These will be lodged along with 
this report as required. 
 

Policy on reserves 
Aberdeen in Recovery Trustees agreed to hold approximately one third of the annual budget as a reserve 

fund. 

Details of any deficit 
Not applicable 

Donated facilities and services 
Not applicable 
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OTHER OPTIONAL INFORMATION 
 
When you consider that as is referred to by Dr Bruce Alexander in his 2008 book, “Globalisation of 

Addiction” and his Rat Park studies, “The opposite of addiction is not sobriety. The opposite of addiction is 

connection!” You may start to get an idea of how difficult, although very necessary, the imposed 

social\physical distancing guidance resulted in disconnection with each other and normal day to day 

society was and has particularly been on our ability to engage with our members as well on individual 

Mental and Emotional Health and Wellbeing. 

 

So like every individual and in a multitude of different ways and circumstances Aberdeen in Recovery 

(AiR) has been massively impacted by the constraints caused by the, vitally important, lock down 

restrictions which were required to combat the corona virus and the COVID 19 pandemic. 

   

With our Prime Minister’s announcement and instructing of lockdown as from the 23rd March 2020 it was 

initially as if a massive steel door had clanged shut on all our plans and aspirations for further 

development of our Lived Experienced Recovery Organisation (LERO), as well as the delivery of our 

Developmental Pathway by our planned implementation of a range of new groups, events, learning and 

developmental training that were to be rolled out in the spring and summer of 2020.  

 

It would be very true to state that “ there was a brief period of absolute bewilderment as to what our 

next steps would be”. 

 

But in falling on our recovery tools and principles, not allowing setbacks to become barricades to progress 

and finding the courage through our unity of purpose to work through our fears and concerns our staff, 

peer volunteers and trustees looked to embrace the changes, no matter how uncomfortable this may be,  

that would be required to adapt to the present circumstances and ensure we continued to provide our 

services and support in whatever fashion we could. 

 

So undaunted, and ably supported by Station House Music Unit SHMU our partners in Making Recovery 

Visible project and following quite a bit of hurried and on the job blooper we were coached and received 

training to make best use of available online platforms and software, “Zoooooommmmm”! 

Within a matter of weeks and in collaboration with our principle partners Alcohol and Drugs Action (ADA) 

we developed and rolled out a full weeks timetable of online groups and meetings as part of our Joint 

Recovery Peer Partnership and Developmental Pathway.  

 

These IT resources also allowed us to think out of the box and in using said software we were able to carry 

out and record interviews electronically which gave us content for our Recovery on AiR radio shows which 

were broadcasts twice a week on shmu fm local community radio. These were also edited down to create 

podcast editions which are aired weekly on our YouTube channel. 

 

In utilising the same IT, conferencing and communication software  we collated, edited, proofed page 

planned and sent off for publishing and printing two editions of our Recovery Matters Magazine. 

 

Although numbers and attendance were obviously reduced due to circumstances we did not sit on our 

laurels and we looked to use this period for positive reflection and devising positive future plans. 

One of these was in a deal being struck to centralise our operations from the Credo Centre in John Street 

Aberdeen. This providing us with a premier town centre location at very favourable terms.  
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This facility allowing us permanent and daily use of a conference room for group activity, two counselling 

rooms for one 2 one work and additional office desk space all under the same roof with further options, 

(at additional fees) of a second conference room, a family room and a large hall facility. 

 

We had had quite a regular attendance initially in our online provision but it turned out that our members 

and friends were getting a little jaded with online group meetings, (talking shops), as there was so little 

new news to be telling each other.  

 

We further invested in IT hard and software and installed a large flat screen TV in our conference room 

and along with cameras, microphone and speakers we created what we called our, “Hybrid Meeting 

Option”, enabling us to continue to provide online access to groups but also, as in-roads were being made 

in the battle with the coronavirus pandemic and restrictions began to be lifted in the autumn and winter 

of 2020, access to small groups to attend on a face to face basis. 

 

This was so vitally important to those who engage with our peer support and in re-establishing physical 

connections and social engagement.  

 

It also became evident that a need and a desire for more interaction and opportunities to work out, 

mentally as well as physically and that individuals were expressing a need for additional learning and 

training opportunities.  

In reaction to this and with our partners GrowFree we rolled out options of recovery focused and trauma 

informed courses which included their “Fight, Flight Freeze” course, again in a Hybrid option. This was 

very well received and resulted in a big jump in our numbers engaging.    

 

In a further joint project with Aberdeen Foyer we provided a series of sessions delivering City and Guilds 

modules and qualifications. 

 

Sadly and following the return to social restriction in the second lockdown in the December 2020 this 

progress was halted and necessitated cancelation of small face to face get togethers and to return to 

everything being online. It also disallowed us to progress with other plans of delivery of the Peer2Peer 

mentor training course which had been developed for face to face delivery we had planned for the early 

part of 2021. This having to be tabled and re-designed for online delivery. 

 

So although there were a great number of challenges and difficulties to be overcome and dealt with we 

still feel we have benefited and grown during this very difficult and testing period. There has been a great 

deal of learning and in our adaptions we have identified areas that our organisation can grow and further 

develop new creative and pioneering ways to add to the provision and range of developmental 

opportunities we offer to individuals who all looking to embrace change and embark in and progress their 

individual Recovery Journeys. 
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DECLARATION 
The trustees declare that they have approved the trustees’ report above.  

 

Signed on behalf of the charity’s trustees 

 

Signature(s)  

 

Full name(s)  

Luan Grugeon 

 

Fraser Hoggan 

Position (e.g. 

Chair) 

 

Board Trustee 

 

Board Trustee 

Date 13th December 2021 13th December 2021 
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